In this article from the New York times, the government of China is snaring tourists phones to ensure safety in the region called Xinjiang. Border authorities install apps on the phone of people who are entering Xinjiang region by land or the Central part of Asia. The officials are collecting personal data from people's phones and they are scanning the materials that are considered objectionable.

The app was created in China called “fengcai”, it was created to check and spy on people and it collects personal data from phones and including text messages and contacts. It scans the phone and it opens all private info, those items include islamie state publications, recording of jihadi anthems and images of excution. It also included materials which was not connected to terrorism but still chinese border officers it was their heavy apporach to stop terrorism that could entered Xinpiang. “Officials in Xinjiang are now gathering oceans of personal information, including DNA and data about people’s movements..”(NY Times). This quote shows that chinese the chinese government is trying to defend terrorism in the country, officials also told that this is the non lethal way of fighting terrorism in the country,

In my opinion I would say this is wrong to snatch someone’s privacy it’s against 4th amendment, right to privacy, these people should have privacy of their devices because this is not right to look into someone’s phone via this kind of app, I would say this fengai app should be removed.
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